ONA Post-COVID Legislative Planning Session

Tuesday July 7th, 2020 Member Call Minutes

1. Welcome and Introductions
2. Review of final survey questions
   a. See chat box cut/paste for member responses
   b. Feedback on process – virtual vs. in person
   c. Would have liked to have the PDF sent out before hand so they could look at their own copy and not follow the screen
      i. Dropped it into the chat box for participants
3. Discussion of transition to monthly calls and format
   a. Notified asked group to email practice@oregonrn.org
4. Demographic data collection and ONA’s broader equity work
   a. Did not get to
5. How to engage in staffing work
   a. Did not get to
Transcript of Chat Discussion from Call

From Jesse Kennedy- ONA, Nurse Practice Consultant to Everyone: 05:59 PM
I've never seen such muting discipline! No dogs barking or anything!

From Lace to Everyone: 06:00 PM
that's right we are all zoom masters!

From Rachel’s iPhone to Everyone: 06:08 PM
Hi everyone! Welcome to our last standing call like this for now :)

From Larlene Dunsmuir, Professional Services to Me: (Privately) 06:10 PM
Will we be able to capture the info in the chat?

From Linda Bifano, DNP Member Cabinet Educ& Research to Everyone: 06:11 PM
Can you adjust the screen so that all choices of answers are visible? Delete your tool bar.

From suesan thompson to Me: (Privately) 06:14 PM
Covid response

From Lace to Everyone: 06:14 PM
LV -COVID response (1,2,9) and 5 since 1 and 2 go together :)

From suesan thompson to Me: (Privately) 06:14 PM
Covid response 1,2,9

From Regina to Everyone: 06:15 PM
4&6&7

From kelsey to Everyone: 06:15 PM
1,5,9 KB

From Pam Gordon, Good Samaritan, Corvallis to Everyone: 06:15 PM
can I vote for all those questions? They're all very relevant!

From Nancy MacMorris-Adix to Everyone: 06:15 PM
9, 1, 4 NMA (I also like 8 but you only let me vote for 3! Ha!)

From Lisa Logsdon to Everyone: 06:15 PM
1, 4, 9 (we already have #3) Lisa Logsdon
From Whitney to Everyone: 06:15 PM
1,7,9

From Pam Gordon, Good Samaritan, Corvallis to Everyone: 06:15 PM
can I vote for all those questions? They're all very relevant!

From Tom Sincic ONA Member to Everyone: 06:15 PM
1, 3, 6 TS

From Sarah Laslett, she/her to Everyone: 06:15 PM
1, 2, 5

From suesan thompson to Everyone: 06:15 PM
1,2,9

From Laurelen Jabbour to Everyone: 06:15 PM
1,3,9.

From Paul van Waardenburg to Everyone: 06:16 PM
1, 2 , and 9

From Lace to Everyone: 06:16 PM
staffing laws

From Regina to Everyone: 06:17 PM
1 3 3 1 2 rl

From Pam Gordon, Good Samaritan, Corvallis to Everyone: 06:18 PM
acuity and intensity

From Nancy MacMorris-Adix to Everyone: 06:18 PM
I have learned a bunch about this issue but don't feel qualified to vote. What I learned at the SPA does not mesh with my conversations with the ONA represented RNs in the facility where I work OK I'll vote-

adherence to staffing levels,

meals and breaks

acuity and nursing...

From Lace to Everyone: 06:18 PM
staffing laws (1. adherence to min, 2. meals and breaks, 3 retaliation 4 acuity and intensity 5

From Nancy MacMorris-Adix to Everyone: 06:18 PM
retaliation
From Pam Gordon, Good Samaritan, Corvallis to Everyone: 06:18 PM
acuity, staffing levels, retaliation

From Nancy MacMorris-Adix to Everyone: 06:18 PM
admission discharges...

From Paul van Waardenburg to Everyone: 06:19 PM
Acuity, staffing levels, meals and breaks

From Lisa Logsdon to Everyone: 06:19 PM
12231

From Nancy MacMorris-Adix to Everyone: 06:19 PM
oops, I screwed that up big time...so sorry. NMA

From Sarah Laslett, she/her to Everyone: 06:20 PM
12, 13, 15

From Diane Solomon to Everyone: 06:20 PM
• Increase training/funding for racial inequities
  • Increase public health funding
  • Advocate for more diversity in the workforce

From Laurelen Jabbour to Everyone: 06:20 PM
1 acuity, 2 admissions, 3 meals, 4 retaliation 5 nursing law.

From Nancy MacMorris-Adix to Everyone: 06:21 PM
Ditto to Diane Solomon, NMA

From Paul van Waardenburg to Everyone: 06:22 PM
1 acuity 2 staffing levels 3 meals 4 retaliation 5 nursing law

From Pam Gordon, Good Samaritan, Corvallis to Everyone: 06:22 PM
increase funding for schools, increase diversity in nursing, increase public health funding

From Lace to Everyone: 06:22 PM
12, 13, 15

From kelsey to Everyone: 06:22 PM
meals and breaks, acuity intensity, adhering to staffing levels, staffing laws, retaliation

From Nancy MacMorris-Adix to Everyone: 06:22 PM
Q 21. Can we have a question about risks of marijuana use and studies for exposure to fetus and neonate to marijuana...HA! You don’t really want more questions.

From Diane Solomon to Everyone: 06:23 PM
APRN issues: 1. telehealth reimbursement parity, 2. telehealth across state lines, 3. educate around marijuana

From Nancy MacMorris-Adix to Everyone: 06:23 PM
I work in a facility with smoke evacuation so it isn’t a priority. I would love to see data on number of facilities that do not have this.

From kelsey to Everyone: 06:23 PM
12,13,15

From Paul van Waardenburg to Everyone: 06:24 PM
12, 13, 15

From Whitney to Everyone: 06:24 PM
13,14, 15

From Tom Sincic ONA Member to Everyone: 06:24 PM
12, 13,16 TS

From Lisa Logsdon to Everyone: 06:24 PM
10, 12, 15 LL

From Tom Sincic ONA Member to Everyone: 06:25 PM
Also 23 from my long experience in SBHC Ts

From Laurelen Jabbour to Everyone: 06:25 PM
16, 12, did not catch number but about getting races into health care. LJ

From Diane Solomon to Everyone: 06:29 PM
Tied: Planning on health disparities and: making sure telehealth is an option for pts and providers where possible—these are related—telehealth helps equalize health disparities

From Nancy MacMorris-Adix to Everyone: 06:30 PM
I think all need to be on the list. There must be some forced choice aspect so we cannot say they are all important. I think the CHP needs all these issues included. NMA

From Diane Solomon to Everyone: 06:31 PM
1. Mental health access; 2. Universal nurse home visits; 3. public health funding.
From Lace to Everyone:  06:32 PM
24,25,26

From Regina to Everyone:  06:32 PM
mental health public health OHP rl

From Sarah Laslett, she/her to Everyone:  06:32 PM
Loved 24. Could be cut back a little.

From Pam Gordon, Good Samaritan, Corvallis to Everyone:  06:32 PM
mental health access, public health funding, nursing schools

From Paul van Waardenburg to Everyone:  06:32 PM
Mental health, Public health funding, OHP

From Laurelen Jabbour to Everyone:  06:32 PM
public health funding, mental health, maintain OHP. LJ

From kelsey to Everyone:  06:33 PM
public health funding, 24 but too long

From Lisa Logsdon to Everyone:  06:33 PM
I like 24-26. the first two are busy questions, but require thought and also educate on the range of issues that ona works on and influences. LL

From Nancy MacMorris-Adix to Everyone:  06:34 PM
My concern about this question (25) is that they are very unequal in cost. Do I think we need to maintain 24 hour RN care for medically fragile Oregonians, Absolutely!. Is it an equal bucket with maintaining OHP services.

From Lace to Everyone:  06:36 PM
FYI for the record, my all time favorite things on this survey is 1. the adherence to min staffing levels and meals and breaks for the LAW! 2. asking members about diversity

From Tom Sincic ONA Member to Everyone:  06:36 PM
For 25 and 26 Fighting for universal health care and the continued funding on the Task Force on Universal Health Care will cover all of 25 and eventually the fight for so many other issues especially addressing the disparities in healthcare and health outcomes as fully exposed with Covid.

From suesan thompson to Everyone:  06:48 PM
24. to long, to wordy, but great pieces. the ceiling to Rx and “meaningful planning...” were mentioned priorities to me
25. mental health access, msg schools, and public health/LTC
some of my votes also went privately, so I have cut/pasted my replies to “everyone”.

13, 14, 15

From Larlene Dunsmuir, Professional Services to Everyone: 06:49 PM
Agree, Nancy. Would add that any kind of potential emergency should be considered.

From suesan thompson to Everyone: 06:49 PM
meals...acuity,,,Admissions, discharges and transfers,

From Lisa Logsdon to Everyone: 06:50 PM
Good point! make language for bills effective for all public health emergencies.